H (p, h)
Generalized Hadamard Matrix of order h, over the pth complex roots of unity. GF (q) Galois field of q elements.
T (z)
The trace of z. a A nonzero element of GF (q).
H~
The Hadamard matrix corresponding to a. S The matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Ha. As
The diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of
Ha.
Primitive complex pth root of unity. C Linear code over GF (p). (a0, al, a2) Code vector, corresponding to the parameters a0, al, as. w Weight of a code vector. N (w)
The number of code vectors of weight w. A
The incidence matrix of a graph.
INTRODUCTION
A square matrix H of order h all of whose elements are complex pth roots of unity is called a Hadamard matrix H (p, h) if HH* = hi, where 196 H* is the conjugate transpose of H, or in other words, if the matrix h-~/2H is unitary. Binary Hadamard matrices H (2, h) are known not to exist unless the order h is 2 or a multiple of 4. Although it has been conjectured that H (2, 4t) matrices exist for all integers t, their existence has been established only for a number of specific cases. A survey of results concerning their existence can be found in Hall (1967) . Recent improvements were obtained by Goethals and Seidel (1967) .
Generalized Hadamard matrices H (p, h) were introduced by Butson (1962) who proved that, when p is a prime, they can only exist for orders h = pt. Connections with other combinatorial notions, for instance maximal length recurring sequences (Zierler, 1959) , were pointed out by Butson (1963) , Shrikhande (1964 ), Turyn (1967 , and Delsarte (1968) among others.
This paper is concerned with the existence of a set of p~ --1 Hadamard matrices H (p, p2~) each of which is symmetric and regular. ~ The normalized matrices p-'~H, together with the unit matrix I, are shown to form a multiplicative group of order p~, simply isomorphic to the additive group of GF (p~). Connections with extended-BCH codes of length p2~, dimension 3m + 1, and minimum weight (p -1)p 2m-~ -pro-1 over GF (p), are pointed out. Finally, the existence is shown of strongly regular graphs on v = 28~ vertices, whose incidence matrix is constructed by means of the group of (2 ~ --1) Hadamard matrices H (2, 22~).
Strongly regular graphs were introduced by Bose (1963) . A recent survey of questions concerning their existence and construction was made by Seidel (1968) .
The weight distributions of some binary tri-weight codes were studied by Kasami, Lin and Peterson (1967) . For a more detailed account of the theory of cyclic codes, see Berlekamp (1968) .
For the rest of this paper, p will denote a prime number, and q will stand for p~".
HADANIARD M A T R I C E S H(p, p~'*)
Let T be any linear mapping from GF(q) onto GF(p), for instance the trace 1 The term "reg~flar" is used here with a particular meaning, which arises from graph theory. The incidence matrix of a graph is regular when having a constant row sum. Similarly, a 1-Iadamard matrix having the same property will be said to be regular.
D~,FINITION. (Anderson, 1968) . By the T-character on GF(q) is meant the complex-valued function, defined for the generic clement a of GF (q),
where T~ is any integer whose residue class modulo p is T (a). It easily follows that
hence proving that c is indeed a character on the additive group of GF (q), that is a homomorphism of the additive group of GF (q) onto the multiplicative group of complex pth roots of unity.
LEMMA 1. The polynomial Z q+l --a has exactly (q + 1) distinct roots in GF(q ~) when a is any nonzero element in GF(q).
Proof. It is well known that yq-1 _ 1 completely splits into linear factors in GF (q), that is yq-' --1 = ( y -a~) ( y -a~) . . . ( y -aq_~),
where the ~, are the q -1 nonzero elements of GF (q). The same is true for z q2-1 -1 in GF(q2), and since
using (4) one deduces
Now, since the left-hand member of (6) completely splits in GF (q~), the same is true for each factor in the right-hand side, hence proving the result.
Q.E.D.
Let a be any nonzero element of GF(q), and let us define ~ squ~re matrix M , of order q2, whose rows and columns are numbered with the dements of GF(q2). The entry in row x and column y of M , will be defined as
where T is the above defined mapping (1).
According to the results of the preceding lemma, one deduces that (y -x) q+l belongs to GF (q) when x and y are any elements of GF (q2). Thus the elements (7) of M , belong to GF(p), since T maps GF(q) onto GF (p).
To each nonzero element a of GF (q), let there be attached a square matrix H~ of order q~, whose entries are the complex pth roots of unity defined by
where e is the T-character defined in (2). Let us furter introduce a square matrix S of order q whose entries are
where again e is the T-character (2).
THEOREM 2. The matrix S is a symmetric Hadamard matrix H (p, p~").
Proof. Firstly, the entries of S are pth roots of unity, since xy + (xy) q belongs to GF (q) for xy in GF (q2), and e maps GF (q) onto the pth roots of unity. Secondly, S obviously is symmetric since, from (9), S(x, y) = S(y, x). Finally, the element a(xl, x2) of indices (xl, x2) in the matrix product SS* is easily calculated as a(xl, x~) = ~ 2 e(xly + xlqyq)e(-x2y -x2qyq), yEGF(q ) which, using (3), may be written as a(x~, x2) = Q~ (~ e[(x~ --z2) 
If x~ --x2 = 0, the above sum reduces to q2e(0), that is a(xl, xl) = q2, since e(0) = 1.
If x~ -x2 ¢ 0, each element of GF (q) appears exactly q times in the expression under brackets, when y runs through GF (q2), and thus a E GF (q) which is known to be zero, since e is a nontrivial character. Q.E.D.
To each nonzero element a of GF (q), let us attach a diagonal matrix A, of order q2, whose diagonal entries are given by
A,~ (x, x ) = --qe (--ax q+~).
(11 )
THEOaE~ 3. The matrix S transforms any matrix H~ into the corresponding diagonal matrix A~ , that is S-1H,S = A~.
Proof. Let us calculate the clement h, (xl, x~) of indices (xl, x2) in the matrix product H,S, that is, according to (8) and (9), and using (3),
The expression under brackets reduces to
where z = y --xl -~ axJ, and thus ha(x1, x2) ~-e(xlx2 + xlqx2q)e(--o~x q+l) E e(a-iy q+l) (13) zEGF (q2) Now, according to Lemma 1, z q+~ takes (q -{-1) times each nonzero ~/alue in GF (q) when z runs through the q2 _ 1 nonzero elements of GF (q2), aad obviously is zero for z = 0.
Hence, the sum
~_. e(a-~z q+~
zE GF(q 2 ) a EGF(q) has value --q, since e is a nontrivial character, and thus, from (13) and according to ( 9 ) a n d (11), of the elements of any row in H , is easily proved to have value -q using (14), hence proving that H , is regular. ~ Now, from Theorem 3, and using the fact that H~* = H_~, one deduces 
which is easily derived from the definition (11). Indeed, from Theorem 3, this last equution implies
(--~Hctl)(--~H~2):(--~Hcgl.4_(~2) , (1~)
which proves part (ii) of the theorem. Q . E . D
A CLASS OF TRI-WEIGHT CODES

Consider the se~ of polynomials
F (ao , a~ , a2 ; y) = ao + T[a~y q+~ + a2y + a..qyq],
where a0 , al and a2 belong, respectively to GF (p), GF (q) and GF (q2), and where T is the ~race (1) from GF(q) to GF(p). Then, the set of vectors (ao, a~, a~) = (v0, vl, v~, ... , v~_~),
where
is a linear code C over GF (p), of length n = q2 and dimension 3m + 1 (Mattson and Solomon (1961) , Goethals (1969) ). 3.2. Let al = a -~, where a is any nonzero element of GF(q), and let a2 be defined by a2 = ---I~q,
where f~ is any element of GF (q2). Then, if a0 = T (a-l~ q+l)~ the corresponding polynomial (19) can be expressed as
Comparing with (7), one deduces that the corresponding vector (a0, al, as), is the row of index ~ in the matrix M , . When ~ runs through GF (q2) and a through the nonzero dements of GF (q), one obtains (q -1 )q2 vectors (20) of the code C, each of which is a row of some matrix M~. Comparing (S) to (7), and using (2), it is easy to see that each element (7) of M~ is the image of the corresponding element (8) of the Hadamard matrix H , under the well-known isomorphic mapping ~ --+ i (rood p), F a primitive complex pth root of unity, (24) relating the multiplieative group of pth complex roots of unity to the additive group of integers modulo p.
Hence the vectors (20) defined by the set of polynomials (23) 
with ¢~ any dement of GF (q2), are the images of the row-vectors of the Hadamard matrix S, (9), under the mapping (24). We thus have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5. The code C of length p2m and dimension 3m ÷ 1 over GF (p), defined by the set of polynomials (19), contains the images, under the well-l~nown isomorphic mapping of the pth roots of unity onto GF (p), of the row-vectors of a set of p~ Hadamard matrices H (p, p2m).
3.3. The code C contains p3,,+~ vectors, of which p3~ are described in Theorem 5. We shall now prove, in the course of the following theorem, that the remaining (p -1 )pS~ vectors are obtained from these by simply adding to each of them the all-one vector multiplied by each of the (p -1 ) nonzero elements of GF (p).
THEO~E.~ 6. The code C is a tri-weight extended-BCIt code of length .2~
P , dimension 3m + 1, and designed distance (p --1)p 2~-1 --p~-~ Its weight distribution is given in Table 1 . 
Proof. The polynomial (19), which can be written as m--I 2n~--I
F(ao a, ae, g) ao -}-~-P ¢°' P ' (~,+I) .
i=O j=o has degree at most p,,,-I(pm _{_ I), and thus cannot have more roots. Consequently, (~{attson and Solomon (1961)), the vector ~ (a0, al, as), (20), has weight at least
On the other hand, the only integers u, 1 <= u <-_ p2m _ i, for which the series 2 upe, ~-l, ~, up, ~p , ' ' ' , of integers up ~ reduced modulo p2= _ i contains no n u m b e r greater than pm-l(p~ + 1), a r e u = 1 a n d u = p~ + 1, and thus (hiattson and Solomon (1961) , Goethals (1967 Goethals ( , 1969 ) the code C is the extended-B C H code (Berlekamp (1968) ) of length p2~ and designed distance (27), over G F (p) . Consider now the set of vectors (21) (ii) a0 = ai = 0, a~ any nonzero element of G F (q2). (iii) a0 = al = a2 = 0. Then, according to T h e o r e m 5, the set (i) contains (p'~ -1)p== vectors each of which is the image of a row-vector of some matrix H . . Since, from Theorem 4 (i), one has H , J = -q J , where J is the all-one matrix, one deduces t h a t each row of H , contains all p t h roots of unit3", except the element 1, exactly (pro + 1)pm-~ times, and the root 1 exactly (pro + 1 -p)pm-1 times. Since (24) maps 1 onto 0 each vector in (i) has weight (p -1) (p~ + 1 )p~-l.
The set (ii) contains (p2~ _ 1 ) vectors, each of which is the image of a row-vector of the matrix S, while ('fii) only contains the zero vector. These p2~ vectors together form the maximum length FSR code, all of whose nonzero vectors have weight (p --1)p2~-~, (Berlekamp (1968) ).
It is easily checked that any other vector of the code C is described by a polynomial (26) which only differs by the constant term a0 from a polynomial in the sets (i), (ii), (iii), hence proving that any other vector is obtained from the preceding ones by adding a fixed multiple of the all-one vector. From the preceding discussion, it clearly appears that:
(1) a set of (p -1) (p~ -1)p ~ vectors, of weight (p -1)p2~-1 _ pro-l, is obtained from the set (i), (2) a further set of (p -1 ) ( p 2~ 1)vectors of weight (p -1 )pro-1 from (ii), and (3) (p -1) vectors of weight p2~ from (iii), hence proving that C has the weight-distribution given in Table 1. Q.E.D. 4. A CLASS OF STRONGLY REGULAR GRAPHS 4.1. The adjacency matrix A on an undirected graph without loops and without multiple edges is defined as follows: The diagonal elements A~ are zero, and the off-diagonal entries A~. = Aj~ are --1 or + 1 according as the corresponding vertices are adjacent or not. A graph on v vertices is strongly regular ~ if and only if there exists integers p0, pl, p: such that its adjacency matrix A satisfies
where J is the all-one matrix, and I the unit matrix.
4.2. Let p = 2. Then, according to Theorem 4, there exists, for any m, a set of 2 ~ -1 Hadamard matrices H (2, 22~), each of which is symmetric, regular, and with constant diagonal. Such matrices are involved in various current investigations (see, for instance, Goethals and Seidel (1969) ). These 2 ~ -1 matrices H . , each of which is associated with a For further details concerning sLrongly regular graphs, the reader is referred to Bose (1963) and Seidel (1968). nonzero element a of GF (2m), furthermore satisfy H,H~ = -q H~, with 7 = a + f~ in GF(2m).
On the other hand, from the above properties, one has
H~ 2 = q2I.
Let P , be the permutation matrix of order 2 ~, associated with the element a in the representation of the additive group of GF (2 ~) as a regular permutation group of degree 2 ~. Proof. One easily verifies that A is symmetric, has zero on the diagonal and + 1 or -1 elsewhere, thus is the incidence matrix of a graph. Now, from the properties (29) and (30), one verifies, by straightforward calculations, that A satisfies:
A J = --(2q 2 -q --1)J, (A -(q + 1 ) I ) ( A + (q2 _ q _ 1)1) = 2qg.
Hence proving that the graph is strongly regular.
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